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Abstract

Transferring text from one domain to the other001
has seen tremendous progress in the recent past.002
However, these methods do not aim to explic-003
itly maintain constraints such as similar text004
length, descriptiveness between the source and005
the translated text. To this end, we introduce006
two complementary cooperative losses to the007
generative adversarial network family. Here,008
both the generator and the critic reduce the con-009
trastive and/or the classification loss aiming to010
satisfy the constraints. These losses allow lex-011
ical, syntactic, and domain-specific consisten-012
cies to persist across domains. We demonstrate013
the effectiveness of our method over multiple014
benchmark datasets, both with single and015
multi-attribute transfers. The complimentary016
cooperative losses also improve text quality017
across datasets as judged by current, automated018
generation and human evaluation metrics.019

1 Introduction020

Humans are capable of mapping given inputs from021

one domain to the other. For example, machine022

translation converts text between languages,023

(Vaswani et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample024

et al., 2017), or emoji creation maps human faces025

to emojis (Taigman et al., 2017). Humans do these026

tasks efficiently, robustly, and without direct super-027

vision. Recently, there has been a surge of interest028

in similar tasks such as attribute transfer (Jin et al.,029

2020b) and controlled text generation (Dathathri030

et al., 2020; Subramanian et al., 2018). These works031

aim to preserve the semantics of the source sentence032

(“content”), while changing certain attributes033

(“style”). Some common works include changing034

the sentiment (Li et al., 2018), expertise (Cao et al.,035

2020), formality (Rao and Tetreault, 2018), or036

multiple attributes (Subramanian et al., 2018).037

While most relevant works, offered under the038

umbrella term text style transfer, aim to preserve a039

vague definition of “content”, they do not explicitly040

enforce any constraints of identity between the041
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Figure 1: Illustrative example showing transfer of text from
books to movies while maintaning constraints of identity.

source and the translated text. For example, there 042

is no explicit guarantee that the source and the 043

transferred sentence will have a similar length or 044

remain descriptive. Figure 1 shows one such ex- 045

ample, where a sentence from the books domain is 046

translated to the movie domain. While the translated 047

sentence “Loved the Movie” is an accepted text style 048

transferred sentence because it retains much of the 049

content and has the target attribute, it does not have 050

the same length, does not have a personal noun (“I”) 051

and does not have a domain appropriate proper noun. 052

Comparatively, the higher-fidelity transfer “I abso- 053

lutely enjoyed Spielberg’s direction ”, maintains 054

constraints of identity and has the personal pronoun, 055

along with a domain-appropriate proper noun. 056

Enforcing such constraints of identity can help 057

maintain the brand identity when the product 058

descriptions are mapped from one commercial 059

product to another. They can also help in data 060

augmentation for downstream domain adaptation 061

NLP applications. Such constraints of identity are 062

explored extensively in the computer vision task 063

of cross-domain image generation. Taigman et al. 064

(2017) translate human faces to an emoji while 065

maintaining the identity of a face, but these issues 066

are relatively unexplored in NLP. 067

In this work, we map text between two domains 068

with a focus on maintaining constraints of identity 069

between them. Current methods in text style 070

transfer, aim to maintain the “content” and transfer 071

the “attribute”. They neither aim to nor have mech- 072

anisms for explicitly enforcing such constraints 073
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between the source and the transferred sentence. To074

this end, we build upon pioneering text style transfer075

works and introduce an additional explicit regular-076

ization component in the latent space of an Adversar-077

ially Regularized Autoencoder (ARAE) through two078

complementary losses. Unlike the opposing losses079

that the generator and the critic optimize in ARAE,080

these losses cooperatively reduce the same objective081

(Algorithm 1). The first loss is a contrastive loss (Le-082

Khac et al., 2020) that brings sentences that have083

similar constraints closer and pushes sentences that084

are dissimilar farther away. The second loss is a clas-085

sification loss that maintains the identity constraints086

from the latent vectors (Odena et al., 2017).087

Our approach, while simple and aimed at088

maintaining constraints, crucially also improves089

the overall performance of the generation on three090

datasets, YELP (Zhao et al., 2018b), IMDB (Dai091

et al., 2019) and POLITICAL (Prabhumoye et al.,092

2018), with the largest increase of 43.7% compared093

to works that do not explicitly regularize the094

latent space (§ 3.4.1). We generate six constraints095

including lexical, syntactic and domain specific.096

The introduced cooperative losses satisfy the097

constraints more effectively compared to strong098

baselines. Since multiple attributes can change099

between two domains (Subramanian et al., 2018),100

we test our method on one such dataset and show101

that the constraints of identity are maintained more102

effectively (§ 3.4.2). In summary our contributions103

are: 1) To the best of our knowledge, the first to104

introduce cooperative losses in a GAN-like setup105

for NLP. 2) Maintain constraints of identity for text106

style transfer while improving overall quality.107

2 Method108

We consider two corpora: a source S and a target109

T . Each of them comprises of a set of sentences110

with common, known attributes (Jin et al., 2020a).111

The attributes can range from being sentences with112

a specific sentiment (positive vs. negative) (Li et al.,113

2018), political slant (democratic vs republican) or114

a combination of them (Lample et al., 2019). Let115

{x1src,x2src...xmsrc} be the set of sentences in S and116

{x1trg,x2trg...xntrg} be the set of sentences in T . Let117

C={c1,c2,...,c|C|} be a set of constraints that should118

remain invariant between S and T . We maintain119

these constraints at various levels including lexical,120

syntactic and domain specific. (c.f § 3.1). The objec-121

tive is to transfer a sentence si∈S to an analogous122

sentence ti∈T , while maintaining the constraints C.123

2.1 Background 124

Adversarially Regularized Autoencoder(ARAE): 125

To perform unsupervised transfer, we consider 126

seq–seq models that can effectively regularize and 127

produce smooth latent spaces, making it easy to 128

sample and generate text with desired properties. 129

Inspired from Generative Adversarial Networks 130

(GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014), ARAEs (Zhao 131

et al., 2018b) are one such class of generative latent 132

variable models, that has been widely adopted in 133

unsupervised text generation (Huang et al., 2020), 134

topic modeling (Hu et al., 2020), among others. The 135

general framework consists of a deterministic auto- 136

encoder with an encoder encθ :X →Z that encodes 137

text x∈X into a latent representation z∼Pz , and a 138

decoder decφ :Z→X that decodes (generates) text 139

conditioned on the latent representations. ARAE 140

regularizes the latent space utilizing a GAN-like 141

setup. A sample s is first drawn from a simple 142

prior, such as a Gaussian: N (0,1), and a generator 143

gψ :N (0,1)→Z̃ maps it to a realistic distribution. 144

A criticCξ :Z→R distinguishes between real and 145

generated samples. The generator is trained to fool 146

the critic while the critic is trained to distinguish 147

the real from the generated text. This results in a 148

min–max optimization which implicitly minimizes 149

the JS-Divergence between the two distributions 150

Pz̃ and Pz . 151

min
ψ

max
ξ

E
z∼Pz

[Cξ(z)]− E
z̃∼Pz̃

[Cξ(z̃)] 152

The training involves (a) reducing the auto-encoder 153

loss – which tries to reconstruct the input and encour- 154

ages copying behavior and maintain semantics sim- 155

ilar to original text (Eq. 1), (b) optimizing the critic 156

to distinguish between real and fake samples (Eq. 2), 157

and (c) training the encoder to fool the critic (Eq. 3). 158

Lae(z;θ,φ)= E
z∼Pz

[−log pφ(x|z)] (1) 159

Lcri(z,z̃;ξ)=−
(

E
z∼Pz

[Cξ(z)]− E
z̃∼Pz̃

[Cξ(z̃)]

)
(2) 160

Ladv(z,z̃;ψ;θ)= E
z∼Pz

[Cξ(z)]− E
z̃∼Pz̃

[Cξ(z̃)] (3) 161

162

2.2 Architecture 163

Base Model (DCT-ARAE): The main idea of the 164

base model architecture (Figure 2a) is to replace 165

the noise sampling mechanism with an encoder that 166

encodes text from T . Instead of sampling s from a 167

noise distribution likeN (0,1) and passing it through 168

a generator gψ, we replace it with an encoder encψ 169
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Figure 2: a) DCT-ARAE – We replace the generator of ARAE with an encoder that encodes text from T . (b) Adding
our proposed cooperative losses to the model.

that encodes text from the target domain T and a170

decoder decη that decodes text in T . Inspired from171

Cycle-GAN (Zhu et al., 2017), instead of matching172

an arbitrary distribution, we match the distribution173

of T . In addition, we tie the weights of the encoders174

from the two domains, so that the encoders learn175

to encode domain agnostic information. Tying176

encoder weights has also been used by unsupervised177

machine translation (Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample178

et al., 2017) and multiple other works (Mai et al.,179

2020; Huang et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020; Artetxe180

et al., 2018)1. Any such architecture changes to181

ARAE can be used as the base model in our work.182

Cooperative Contrastive Learning: To maintain183

the constraints between the two domains S and184

T , we introduce the novel step of introducing a185

self-supervised learning metric in both encoders,186

and the critic that controls the distance between in-187

stances having similar constraints (Figure 2b). The188

idea is to regularize the latent space more by encour-189

aging the encoders to produce representations that190

bring two sentences that share similar constraints191

closer together, and force dissimilar ones away.192

To this end, we use contrastive representation193

learning. There are several self-supervised metric194

losses under the umbrella of contrastive losses (Le-195

Khac et al., 2020) including Triplet Loss (Hoffer and196

Ailon, 2015) and NT-Xent loss (Chen et al., 2020).197

We use one that is amenable to multiple positive in-198

stances (Khosla et al., 2020). Given a sentences si∈199

S in a mini-batch of sizeB, we mineP positive sen-200

tences each from S and T that share the same con-201

straints with si. This contrastive loss is given by:202

Lcon(zi,Ci;θ,ψ,ξ)=−
1

|P | log
( P∑
j=1

exp(zi,zj)∑B\{i}
k=1 exp(zi,zk)

)
(4)203

1We tried with separate encoders and decoders, but encoders
with tied-weights work best

where z’s are representations obtained from 204

the encoders in S, T (Line 34 in Algo 1) or 205

representations obtained from the last layer of 206

critic Cξ. Ci (Line 14) are a set of constraints 207

for a sentence. Recently, (Kang and Park, 2020) 208

introduced the cooperative loss in the adversarial 209

setup where contrastive losses are added to both the 210

critic and generator for GANs. Unlike the normal 211

opposing losses of the generator and the critic, both 212

of them cooperatively reduce the contrastive loss. 213

We follow a similar principle and add the loss to 214

both the encoders and the critic. (Lines 17 & 35). 215

Cooperative Classification: Contrastive learning 216

might be sub-optimal if we do not mine good 217

quality positive and negative samples (Tian et al., 218

2020). To address this, we propose another way 219

to regularize the latent space. Similar to ACGAN 220

(Odena et al., 2017), we encourage the encoders and 221

the critic to cooperatively reduce a classification 222

loss. We include a classifier Dδ : Z → R|C| that 223

predicts the different constraints C of the sentences 224

and the binary cross entropy loss is reduced. 225

Lclf (zi;θ,φ,ξ,δ)=
|C|∑
c=1

−
[
yclog(σ(lc))

+(1−yc)log(1−σ(lc))
] (5) 226

where |C| is the number of constraints per sentence, 227

σ is the sigmoid function and lc are the logits 228

produced by the classifier for zi. As in contrastive 229

loss, the zi can be produced by encoders of S, T 230

(Lines 34–36) or from the hidden layers of the critic 231

(Line 18). 232

Final Loss: The overall loss is a linear combination 233

of the losses: 234

L=Lae+Lcri+Ladv+λ1Lcon+λ2Lclf . (6) 235
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Algorithm 1: Overall training procedure
for DCT-ARAE( + [CLF] + [CONTRA])

Input : # iteration of critic / iteration
of enc: ndis, lrs- autoencoder: lrae, critic:
lrdis, adv train: lradv . Adam params: β1,β2.

1 Initialize (θ,φ,ψ,η,ξ,δ)
2 for 1, . . . # iterations do
3 (1) Train the autoencoders
4 xsrc←{xisrc}mi=1∼S
5 xtrg←{xjtrg}nj=1∼T
6 zs=encθ(xsrc), z

t=encψ(xtrg)
7 θ, φ←Adam(Lae(zs;θ,φ), β1, β2, lrae)
8 ψ, η←Adam(Lae(zt;ψ,η), β1, β2, lrae)
9 (2) Train the Critic

10 for 1, . . . # ndis do
11 xsrc←{xisrc}mi=1∼S
12 xtrg←{xjtrg}nj=1∼T
13 zs=encθ(xsrc), z

t=encψ(xtrg)
// Last layer representations

14 zscri=C
hid
ξ (zs), ztcri=C

hid
ξ (zt)

15 lcri←Lcri(zs, zt; ξ)
16 (2a) Critic Cooperative Training
17 lconcri ←Lcon(zscri, C; ξ) // contrastive loss
18 lclfcri←Lclf ([z

s
cri;z

t
cri], Ci; ξ, δ) // clf loss

19 Lcri← lcri+λ1l
con
cri +λ2l

clf
cri

20 ξ←Adam(Lcri, β1, β2, lrdis)
21 end
22 (3) Adversarial Training
23 (3a) Adv Training of Target Encoder
24 xtrg←{xjtrg}nj=1∼T
25 zt=encθ(xtrg)

26 θ←Adam(E
zt
[Cξ(z

t)], β1, β2, lradv)

27 (3b) Adv Training of Source Encoder
28 xsrc←{xisrc}mi=1∼S
29 zs=encθ(xsrc)
30 ψ←Adam(−E

zs
[Cξ(zt)], β1, β2, lradv)

31 (4) Encoder Cooperative Training
32 xsrc←{xisrc}mi=1∼S
33 xtrg←{xjtrg}nj=1∼T
34 zs=encθ(xsrc), z

t=encψ(xtrg)
35 lconenc←Lcon(zs, C; φ, ψ) // contrastive loss
36 lclfenc←Lclf ([zs;zt],Ci; φ, ψ, δ) // clf loss
37 Lcoop=λ1.l

con
enc + λ2.l

clf
enc

38 θ, ψ←Adam(Lcoop, β1, β2, lrae)
39 end

Here, λ1 and λ2 control the importance of different236

losses. For our experiments, e set λ1, λ2 in {0,1}.237

3 Experiments238

For the encoders, we use a one layer LSTM network239

with 300 hidden dimensions for YELP, IMDB and240

500 hidden dimension for the larger POLITICAL241

dataset. For the critics and classification loss, we242

use a 2 layer MLP. Our learning rates and methods243

to stabilize training are discussed in Appendix C.244

3.1 Datasets 245

We use three datasets to compare our method. 246

Statistics of these datasets are available in Ap- 247

pendix A. Only a single attribute changes between 248

these datasets. We use them to compare our model 249

against others that use similar datasets. However, 250

we also show more pronounced results on datasets 251

where multiple attributes change in § 3.4.2. 1) Yelp 252

Reviews; business reviews listed on Yelp, labelled 253

as either a positive or negative sentiment. We use 254

the splits provided by Zhao et al. (2018b). 2) IMDb 255

Movie Reviews: consists of movie reviews (Dai 256

et al., 2019). Examples in this dataset are also either 257

positive or negative. 3) Political Slant: consists of 258

Facebook posts from the politicians of the United 259

States Senate and the House of Representatives 260

Prabhumoye et al. (2018). Sentences in the dataset 261

are labelled as either democratic or republican. 262

Generation Constraints: We constrain every 263

sentence along six diverse dimensions that we desire 264

to control between the two domains. All of these 265

labels are categorical. a) Lexical: Sentence length 266

– The transferred sentence should maintain a similar 267

(binarized) length to the original sentence. Length 268

is binarized to long (10+ words) and short (≤ 10). 269

b) Syntactic: Presence of personal pronouns – bina- 270

rized to indicate the presence of a personal pronoun; 271

number of adjectives – categorical up to 5; number 272

of proper nouns – categorical up to 3; syntactic 273

tree height – categorical up to 10, and c) Domain 274

specific – number of domain-specific attributes (Li 275

et al., 2018) – categorical up to 5. We chose the 276

different labels to ensure that at least 90% of the 277

instances are assigned a distinct label. Further, we 278

label the sentence with a constraint-specific, catch- 279

all label if the bounds are beyond what we mention 280

above. Since the distribution of the labels may be 281

different we report the F1 score on our constraints. 282

3.2 Automatic Evaluation 283

Krishna et al. (2020) highlighted the shortcomings 284

of traditional measures like BLEU and PPL, where 285

obtaining higher scores on these metrics may not 286

indicate good quality transfer. We adopt their sug- 287

gestion and calculate a sentence-level aggregated 288

metric of their suggested components: 1) Semantic 289

Similarity (SIM): based on a model trained on sub- 290

word units, 2) Transfer Accuracy (ACC): binary 291

measure indicating whether the generated sentence 292

has been successfully transferred, and 3) Fluency 293

(FL): binary measure indicating the linguistic ac- 294
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YELP IMDB POLITICAL
p ACC FL SIM AGG ACC FL SIM AGG ACC FL SIM AGG

DRG AND ARAE (IN THAT ORDER)
0.0 67.4 54.5 43.6 16.7 56.5 44.3 54.1 14.4 61.3 35.7 38.7 8.8
0.0 93.1 67.9 31.2 19.8 95.0 76.3 26.4 19.9 63.0 72.1 17.3 11.0

DCT-ARAE
0.0 88.0 63.1 34.7 19.7 92.5 71.3 38.5 26.7 96.8 52.2 26.7 13.3
0.6 88.1 62.8 34.4 19.4 93.9 70.8 38.8 26.9 96.8 51.6 26.5 13.0
0.9 88.2 61.3 34.0 18.8 93.1 66.5 38.4 24.7 96.8 49.6 26.2 12.3

DCT-ARAE + CLF
0.0 89.0 64.7 33.6 19.8 95.0 83.2 34.2 27.5 96.1 51.4 28.1 13.4
0.6 88.9 64.3 33.4 19.6 95.1 83.1 34.7 27.8 96.0 50.6 28.0 13.1
0.9 91.2 72.1 30.6 19.9 95.6 82.6 34.0 27.7 96.0 49.1 27.7 12.6

DCT-ARAE + CONTRA
0.0 91.3 74.0 31.1 20.7 96.1 80.6 36.0 28.6 96.6 61.5 23.2 13.3
0.6 91.2 73.3 31.1 20.4 95.0 78.2 35.6 27.4 96.5 60.2 23.1 13.0
0.9 91.2 72.1 30.6 19.9 94.5 79.1 34.8 26.5 96.2 57.9 22.8 12.3

DCT-ARAE + CLF + CONTRA
0.0 89.3 69.2 32.9 20.6 93.8 74.8 36.4 26.4 94.8 53.7 27.7 13.8
0.6 89.4 68.6 32.8 20.4 94.3 72.7 35.8 26.0 94.7 53.3 27.6 13.5
0.9 89.5 67.0 32.3 19.7 93.4 72.9 35.9 25.2 94.7 51.1 27.2 12.7

Table 1: Evaluation of DCT-ARAE against ACC (transfer accuracy), FL(fluency) and SIM (semantic similarity), AGG
(joint accuracy). Cooperatively reducing the contrastive or the classification loss is better than ARAE. p indicates the
probability used in nucleus sampling. p=0 indicates greedy decoding.

ceptability of the transferred sentence. Appendix B295

has more details.296

AGG(ACC,SIM,FL)=
1

|S|
∑
s∈S

ACC(s)·SIM(s)·FL(s)297

3.3 Baselines298

We compare DCT-ARAE on all the datasets against299

the following baselines: a) DRG: The Delete300

Retrieve and Generate method that deletes domain301

specific attributes, retrieves a template and gener-302

ates the target domain text (Li et al., 2018). We use303

the stronger, entire system rather than the weaker304

DELETEONLY and RETRIEVEONLY baselines; b)305

ARAE: Adversarially regularized autoencoders306

our system is based on (Zhao et al., 2018b); c)307

DCT-ARAE: Our proposed model without the308

contrastive learning or cooperative classifier; d)309

DCT-ARAE + CONTRA: Our proposed model with310

the contrastive learning; e) DCT-ARAE + CLF: Our311

proposed model with the cooperative classifier; f)312

DCT-ARAE+CONTRA+CLF: Our proposed model313

with both the cooperative losses.314

3.4 Results315

3.4.1 Overall Results316

DCT-ARAE + CONTRA and DCT-ARAE + CLF317

consistently perform better than DRG and ARAE318

on the AGG score (Table 1). The AGG for YELP319

is 20.69 (vs 19.8), for IMDB it is 28.57 (vs 19.9)320

and for POLITICAL 13.76 (vs 11.0). Quantitatively 321

POLITICAL has lower AGG scores compared 322

to the other two, because the dataset has many 323

out-of-vocabulary words and longer sentences 324

compared to the other two datasets. Although, 325

cooperative loss reduction is aimed at satisfying 326

the constraints between two domains, it shows 327

that further regularization of the latent space, not 328

only brings advantages in satisfying the different 329

constraints, but it can improve the performance in 330

general (Lavoie-Marchildon et al., 2020). 331

Effect of Cooperative Loss Reduction on SIM 332

and FL: Across datasets, reducing cooperative 333

losses improves SIM and FL while producing text 334

with similar ACC to ARAE. Although, DRG produces 335

sentences with high SIM because most of the text 336

from the original sentence is retained after the delete 337

step, there is a large trade-off with ACC resulting 338

in low AGG scores. But, compared to ARAE, adding 339

cooperative losses significantly increases the SIM, 340

with the highest percentage increase of 63.6% ob- 341

served for POLITICAL (28.13 vs 17.3). The reasons 342

for this could be two fold: 1) since we mine positive 343

sentences from a corpus that is grounded in real 344

world events, most lexically similar sentences can 345

also be semantically similar (Guu et al., 2018), and 346

2) since we tie the encoders from the source and tar- 347

get domain, we extract domain agnostic information 348

before generation which retains content. 349

The FL also improves on 2 of 3 datasets with 350
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Figure 3: F-scores of different constraints. Adding cooperative losses helps in better maintaining the constraints.
The error bars show the variance of generating text using greedy decoding and nucleus sampling with p={0.6,0.9}.

73.93 (vs 67.9) for YELP, and 83.2 (vs 76.3) for351

IMDB. We hypothesize that reducing cooperative352

losses regularizes the latent space bringing fluent353

sentences closer together, enabling the decoder354

to produce semantically similar and linguistically355

acceptable sentences. For POLITICAL, based on356

qualitative analysis, we found that source sentences357

in themselves are less fluent and contain many US358

political acronyms and our system produces many359

out-of-vocab words affecting the overall fluency.360

Nucleus Sampling: We find that our system361

achieves the highest AGG score with greedy362

decoding. We also experiment with nucleus363

sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019) with different364

p values as shown in Table 1. Nucleus sampling365

produces diverse sentences and increases ACC as366

expected. However we find that, with higher values367

of p, there is a trade-off with SIM resulting in a368

lower AGG score overall.369

Effect of the Number of Positives: The number of370

positive and negative samples used for contrastive371

learning (Eq. 4) have a significant effect on the372

overall performance (Khosla et al., 2020; Chen et al.,373

2020; Henaff, 2020). Table 2 (rows p{1,2,5,10})374

shows the AGG scores on IMDB on which the375

contrastive losses produce the highest gain in AGG376

(43.7%), for different number of positives. We find377

that AGG is the highest with 2 positives per sample378

as also used by Khosla et al. (2020). Although379

increasing the number of negatives is beneficial for380

contrastive learning, when more than one positive381

examples are available, making use of them brings382

further improvements (Khosla et al., 2020).383

Cooperative Losses are Important on Both the384

Generator and Critic: Table 2 shows results on385

Model ACC FL SIM AGG
DCT-ARAE + CLF 95.0 83.2 34.2 27.5

– generator 96.2 87.2 31.3 26.7
– critic 94.9 84.4 30.8 25.5

DCT-ARAE + CONTRA 96.1 80.6 36 28.6
– generator 93.5 78.8 34.0 26.0

– critic 90.1 67.8 39.5 24.9
p1 92.4 75.5 36.6 26.2
p2 96.1 80.6 36.0 28.6
p5 96.0 84.0 31.4 26.0
p10 95.5 83.3 31.8 26.0

Table 2: Ablation study showing for cooperative losses
not added to the generator (–generator) and the critic
(–critic) and with different # of positives on IMDB.

IMDB where we remove the cooperative losses on 386

the generator and critic. First, we see that adding 387

the cooperative losses on both the generator and 388

the critic is crucial for the overall performance. 389

While adding the cooperative contrastive loss to 390

both the generator and critic increases FL and ACC 391

while maintaining similar levels of SIM, adding the 392

cooperative classification loss improves SIM which 393

shows the complementary nature of the losses. 394

Human Evaluation: For our human evaluation, 395

we randomly sample 100 samples from each of the 396

three datasets and hire 3 researchers to rate every 397

sentence for FL, SIM and ACC on a 3 point scale. We 398

average the results and present it in Table 3. DRG 399

produces marginally better semantically similar 400

sentences. Compared to ARAE our model performs 401

well except for in YELP. This may be because, here 402

we use nucleus sampling with 0.9 which optimizes 403

for diversity rather than similarity. On other metrics 404

we perform on-par or better than our competing 405

systems. We provide more details in Appendix F. 406

Qualitative Examples: Examples are in Table 4. 407
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Dataset Model ACC FL SIM

YELP
DRG 2.3 2.1 2.1

ARAE 2.8 2.4 2.1
OURS 2.8 2.4 2.0

IMDB
DRG 1.9 2.0 2.2

ARAE 2.5 2.1 1.4
OURS 2.6 2.2 2.1

POLITICAL
DRG 2.3 2.2 2.1

ARAE 2.1 2.1 1.5
OURS 2.5 2.4 2.2

Table 3: Human Evaluation of generated sentences.

More examples and negative examples are in408

Appendix D. Mistakes made by the model can be at-409

tributed to not understanding the semantics, lack of410

diversity and not producing attribute specific words.411

3.4.2 Maintaining Constraints412

Figure 3 shows that introducing the cooperative413

losses significantly outperform DRG and ARAE414

in maintaining constraints. Specifically the415

DCT-ARAE + CLF model performs better than DCT-416

ARAE+ CONTRA. One reason could be that, finding417

the appropriate positives and strong negatives can418

be problematic for contrastive learning. On the419

other hand, the classifier’s objective is simpler and420

forces the encoder to produce representations that421

satisfy the different constraints effectively.422

A seemingly easy to maintain constraint is the423

length of the sentence. However, seq-seq systems424

have a difficulty of maintaining appropriate lengths425

(Murray and Chiang, 2018). With no additional426

regularization ARAE does not maintain the length as427

well as DCT-ARAE + CLF. On the other hand, com-428

pared to the lexical constraints, syntactic attributes429

like descriptiveness, tree height and domain specific430

constraints present challenges, with significantly431

lower F-scores. DCT-ARAE + CLF produces sig-432

nificantly better results in maintaining them. This433

shows that obtaining improvements on the overall434

AGG, does not necessarily translate to producing435

outputs that satisfy constraints and there is a room436

for further improvement. DRG maintains the proper437

noun for IMDB very effectively, because it contains438

a wide variety actor and movie names. They are439

retained verbatim after the delete operation.440

Multiple Attribute Datasets: In order to test441

whether our model can satisfy constraints across442

domains where multiple attributes change, we use443

the multi-attribute dataset released by (Lample et al.,444

2019). We chose the Asian and Mexican as two445

domains. Each of these domains can have multiple446

attributes like positive and negative sentiment text,447

LEN PERSONAL DESCRIPTIVE TREE_HEIGHT PROP_NOUN # DOMAIN ATTRS
0

20

40
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80

100
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Figure 4: Comparison of ARAE, DCT-ARAE and
DCT-ARAE + CLF for different constraints.

different gender attributions to sentences etc. We 448

compare our DCT-ARAE + CLF model with the 449

DCT-ARAE and ARAE in Figure 4. The results are 450

more pronounced in this case with DCT-ARAE + 451

CLF having clear advantage over DCT-ARAE. This 452

shows that even with multiple attributes changing 453

between domains, cooperatively reducing losses 454

can satisfy different constraints more effectively. 455

Qualitative Examples: Table 5 shows examples 456

of our model maintaining constraints compared to 457

ARAE. Sometimes, ARAE hallucinates and adds per- 458

sonal pronouns like “my” to the text even when there 459

are no personal pronouns (Row 1) and in other cases, 460

it fails to ensure that the personal pronoun is retained 461

(Row 2). Also, our model produces sentences where 462

the number of proper nouns are retained (Chris 463

Klein vs Robert De Niro) whereas ARAE does not. 464

4 Discussion 465

Cycle Consistency Loss: a) In Latent Spaces - Cy- 466

cle consistency has been shown to improve cross lin- 467

gual dictionary construction (Mohiuddin and Joty, 468

2019), topic modeling (Hu et al., 2020) etc which are 469

word level tasks. A recent work from (Huang et al., 470

2020) claims to improve unsupervised text style 471

transfer. In our experiments, it did not result in any 472

noticeable performance improvement 2. Cycle con- 473

sistency might be too restrictive for sentence level 474

tasks. b) Using Back-Translation- Back-translation 475

is another alternative to ensure semantic consistency 476

between source and the target sentence (Prabhu- 477

moye et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample et al., 478

2017). However, in our case, since we are training an 479

ARAE, it would involve an additional inference and 480

autoencoder training step which is more expensive. 481

Using Transformers: We also replace our LSTM- 482

autoencoders with pre-trained transformer (Rothe 483

et al., 2020) and randomly initialized transformer 484

encoder-decoders. Although we found an increase 485

2Repeated attempts to obtain source codes failed
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Dataset Input Output (Ours) Output (ARAE)
YELP they close earlier than posted hours they’re open late night they keep me getting better
YELP i will not go back to this hotel again i will definitely go back again and again i will definitely go back to return and again

IMDB
this movie is a very poor attempt to
make money using a classical theme.

this movie is a very good example
of a film that will never be forgotten.

this is a film that has been a lot of times
and it’s really good.

IMDB
it was wooden, totally unrealistic
and had no plot or meaning to the story

it was also very funny,
and i was pleasantly surprised by the story

it was also a great cast , and the
characters are so hard to find.

POLITICAL what are you doing about the border ? what are what you are doing about gun violence? so why are you and the republican party ?
POLITICAL i wish u would bring change and i wish you would help bring democracy and i ’m not sure mr.trump.

Table 4: Example outputs generated by the best system according to AGG score.

Constraint Explanations

Personal Pronoun
Source Sentence (IMDB) jean seberg had not one iota of acting talent.

ARAE hallucinates and introduces my
because it reflects the training distributionOurs michael keaton was also great in his role.

ARAE john abraham had one of my favorite roles .

Personal Pronoun
Source Sentence (IMDB) oh , i forgot,there was one redeeming feature - the scenery was nice

Our model reproduces the word i
even in the target sentence while ARAE misses it.Ours overall, i was pleasantly surprised, this was one of the best animated films

ARAE although this was n’t one, it was nice, the first hour of an episode.

Proper Noun

Source Sentence (IMDB) chris klein’s character was unlikable from the start
and never made an improvement Our model retains the number of proper nouns

in the sentence unlike ARAEOurs robert de niro was very good as the man and she ’s never been

ARAE both of his character was made and had a huge smile on me

Table 5: Table showing constraints satisfied by our system compared to ARAE.

in the AGG, it was mostly because of very high SIM486

and very low ACC. Reducing the number of layers,487

attention heads would still result in a large model488

that is still prone to copying text. This reveals the489

potential challenges of training transformers with490

unpaired mappings and is an important future work.491

5 Related Work492

Unsupervised text attribute transfer has been tackled493

by disentangling attributes from content in the494

latent dimension. which a decoder uses to generate495

a sentence (Jin et al., 2020a). Adversarial methods496

inspired by GANs are prevalent (Zhao et al., 2018a)497

for achieving such disentanglement. Much of these498

works transfer a single attribute like, sentiment499

(Zhao et al., 2018a), expertise (Cao et al., 2020) etc.500

Adversarial methods involve critics that identify501

attributes. Although applicable to multiple-attribute502

transfer become infeasible with an increasing num-503

ber of attributes. Hence, recent works on multiple504

attribute transfer (Subramanian et al., 2018) use505

techniques from unsupervised machine translation506

which do not involve critics (Artetxe et al., 2018;507

Lample et al., 2017). Nonetheless, these works aim508

to preserve content and ignore other desirable con-509

straints of identity. Compared to previous text style510

transfer works, we aim to maintain these constraints511

of identity and find that it improves the overall512

performance. In a similar vein, Lavoie-Marchildon513

et al. (2020) argue that preserving domain invariant514

semantic features and identity improves unsuper- 515

vised image translation. Also, recent works in CV 516

introduced contrastive learning to GANs (Kang and 517

Park, 2020; Sinha et al., 2021) To the best of our 518

knowledge, we are the first to introduce cooperative 519

losses in the GAN setup for NLP. We discuss other 520

closely related approaches in Appendix E. 521

6 Conclusion 522

In this work, we highlight that text style transfer fo- 523

cuses on retaining “content” and changing the “style” 524

of sentences, but it does not maintain other desirable 525

constraints. To that end, we introduce two coop- 526

erative losses to the GAN inspired Adversarially 527

Regularized Autoencoder that further regularizes 528

the latent space. While satisfying the constraints 529

effectively irrespective of multiple attributes chang- 530

ing, it brings surprising improvements to the overall 531

score by as much as 47.6%. While we focused on 532

simple constraints at the sentence and word level 533

as a first step, future work can add phrase level and 534

more fine-grained constraints like maintaining the 535

syntactic tree structure. Further, potential future 536

work includes using Reinforcement Learning losses 537

to directly optimize the constraints (Liu et al., 2021), 538

produce adversarial examples from different do- 539

mains for a given NLP task. We hope that the future 540

style transfer works consider satisfying constraints 541

while focusing on improving other metrics. 542
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A Dataset Statistics812

Dataset Statistics: We provide a summary of the813

dataset statistics in Table 6. We include datasets of814

varied length and complexity. Apart from having815

different topics, the IMDB dataset is more formal816

compared to the more colloquial YELP. We fix817

the maximum vocabulary size for YELP, IMDB818

and POLITICAL at 30K which is also the default819

maximum vocab size used in (Zhao et al., 2018b).820

Dataset Attributes Train Dev Test Avg
len. Vocab

YELP
Positive 266,041 25,278 50,278

8.9 10K
Negative 177,218 38,205 76,392

IMDB
Positive 178,869 2K 1K

18.5 30K
Negative 187,597 2K 1K

POLITICAL
Democratic 270,000 2K 28K

16 30K
Republican 270,000 2K 28K

Table 6: Dataset splits for YELP, IMDB and POLITICAL.

B Evaluation Measures821

Semantic Similarity (SIM) A transferred sen-822

tence should be similar in meaning to the source823

sentence. Earlier works have mainly adopted824

n-gram overlap metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al.,825

2002). However, they have weak correlations with826

human judgment of semantic similarity. Instead,827

Krishna et al. (2020) proposed to use encoders828

that consider subwords (Wieting et al., 2019),829

which perform well in measuring textual semantic830

similarity. We directly use this model obtained831

from their repository.3832

Transfer Accuracy (ACC) To measure how well833

the generated sentences have been transferred from834

the source domain, a popular way of measuring is to835

report accuracy of a classifier trained to distinguish836

between the source and the target sentences. We837

build these classifiers using fastText (Joulin et al.,838

2017) for every dataset. We achieve accuracies839

of 97.9 for YELP, 96.9 for IMDB and 97.1 for840

POLITICAL. Unlike Krishna et al. (2020) who use841

ROBERTa-large, we achieve good accuracies with842

a simple and fast classifier trained using fastText.843

Fluency (FL) A transferred sentence should be844

grammatically correct. Previous studies rely on845

trained language models and use perplexity as a mea-846

sure of fluency. Training a language model for evalu-847

ation is cumbersome and language model perplexity848

does not correlate with human judgments of fluency849

(Mir et al., 2019). Similar to Krishna et al. (2020),850

3

we fine-tune a ROBERTa-large on the corpus of lin- 851

guistic acceptability that measures and use it to mea- 852

sure whether a sentence is linguistically acceptable. 853

Aggregate score (AGG) : Calculates sentence 854

level aggregate score of SIM, ACC and FL. This mea- 855

sure strongly penalizes the system if the accuracy of 856

the transferred sentence is 0 and if the fluency score 857

is 0, both of which are discrete. We urge future 858

works to use this metric to enable a fair comparison. 859

AGG(ACC, SIM, FL)=
1

|S|
∑
s∈S

ACC (s)·SIM (s)·FL (s) 860

C Hyper-parameter Details 861

Training : For all our experiments we set the 862

learning rate of the auto-encoder (lrae) to 1e-3 and 863

(lrdisc) to 1e-4. The number of discriminator steps 864

(ndis) is set to 5. The Adam optimizer parameters 865

β1=0.5 and β2=0.9, which ensures a more conserva- 866

tive optimization and is known to improve stability. 867

We also add a gradient penalty to the loss function 868

of the discriminator that stabilizes training. All 869

the suggestions for stabilizing training are mostly 870

obtained from (Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017). 871

Inference We used nucleus sampling with 872

p ∈ [0.6,0.9]. We tried different temperatures of 873

scaling the softmax (Guo et al., 2017) - 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 874

0.7 and chose the one that produced the best result 875

on the dev set. 876

D Transfer Results 877

More transfer results are mention in Table 8. Ex- 878

amples where our system fails with plausible expla- 879

nation are given in Table 9. Examples of translation 880

from the multi-attribute dataset is shown in Table 10. 881

E More Related Work 882

While our method is closely related to adversarial 883

learning based methods, various other approaches 884

to improve retaining “content” have been devel- 885

oped. Unsupervised machine translation and 886

back-translation approaches have inspired a flurry 887

of works (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Subramanian 888

et al., 2018; Krishna et al., 2020). Prabhumoye et al. 889

(2018) show that a back translated sentence retrains 890

the content and removes attribute related content. 891

A similar approach is followed by Krishna et al. 892

(2020) who observe that paraphrasing has a similar 893

effect. Another group of approach are inspired by 894

Cycle consistency used in CycleGAN (Zhu et al., 895
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2017) which is closely related to back translation.896

The idea is to ensure that a representation/image897

when translated to another domain, should map to898

a similar representation/image when mapped back.899

It is known to improve generating synthesized900

images in computer vision, and has improved topic901

modeling in NLP (Hu et al., 2020) and unsupervised902

cross lingual dictionary induction (Mohiuddin and903

Joty, 2019). However, cycle consistency loss for904

sentence level tasks has only been recently tackled905

by Huang et al. (2020) and yet to prove effective.906

Transformer Based Methods - Since pre-907

trained transformers are known to generate fluent908

sentences (Radford et al., 2019), newer style909

transfer works employ them in their pipeline.910

Style-Transformer (Dai et al., 2019) train a911

transformer model from scratch for style transfer.912

But, pretrained transformers with an adversarial913

classifier have also proven effective (Dathathri et al.,914

2020). Recently (Krishna et al., 2020) also fine tune915

a GPT-2 model on pseudo-parallel dataset that is916

formed by passing sentences through a paraphrase917

model. However, their use in an adversarially918

regularized auto-encoder framework is not explored919

and our initial exploration found that training such920

systems with transformers is ineffective.921

F More details on Human Evaluation922

For FL, 0 indicates not fluent at all, 1 indicates923

somewhat fluent and 2 is a completely fluent924

sentence. We explicitly ask the annotators to925

consider semantic similarity for SIM, irrespective926

of whether the target sentence shares some phrases927

with the source sentence, with 1 indicating no928

semantic similarity and 3 indicating complete929

semantic similarity. For ACC, 1 indicates that the930

target sentence has only the source sentence style931

while 2 indicates good transfer to the target style.932

Dataset Metric α

YELP
ACC 0.69
FL 0.33

SIM 0.49

IMDB
ACC 0.60
FL 0.38

SIM 0.48

POLITICAL
ACC 0.76
FL 0.71

SIM 0.71

Table 7: Krippendorff’s alpha showing inter anno-
tator agreement for three datasets YELP, IMDB and
POLITICAL

We calculate the Krippendorff’s alpha to assess933

the inter annotator agreement. Table 7 shows 934

the inter-annotator agreement. An α of 0.4 is 935

considered good agreeement (Hedayatnia et al., 936

2020). We have moderate to good agreements on 937

all the datasets for different measures. On more 938

inspection we found that the disagreements in 939

fluency mostly arrives for small phrases like "my 940

fav" although is an accepted phrase in social media 941

text is considered 2 by one annotator and 3 by 942

another. We also further note that, smaller sentences 943

were easier to judge and had better agreement rates 944

on SIM compared to longer sentences. 945
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Dataset Source Target
YELP consistently slow. consistently good.
YELP so nasty. so delicious!
YELP i hate mayonnaise. i love chipotle!
YELP i ’m so disappointed! i ’m so impressed!
YELP but service was horrible both times. but service was really good & fast.
YELP now the service i experienced was bad. now i have the best service.
YELP the chicken tenders did n’t taste like chicken wtf?,the chicken marsala , really good tomato

, love!
YELP the food was nothing special and the service

was slow.
the food was amazing , the service is good.

YELP that’s why i think its shady . that’s why i think its finest.
YELP that stuff was awful. that’s delicious!
YELP disgusting all around. great , all around.
YELP the rice was dry. the rice was delicious.
YELP the sweet and sour chicken is hit and miss. the sweet and sour chicken is a winner here.
IMDB the dialog is poorly written the writing and direction are so precise, and he

captures the spirit.
IMDB i’m a sucker for a good pirate movie, but this

ain’t it.
i’m a huge fan of the genre , but this movie is
definitely worth it.

IMDB don’t see this movie. don’t miss this movie.
IMDB terrible movie made on zero budget. absolutely amazing movie on tv.
IMDB maybe the worse movie i have ever see. maybe the best movie i have ever seen.
IMDB never would i recommend this movie to my

worst enemy, yet anybody i actually like.
i would recommend this movie to anyone who
enjoys good wholesome, clean fun.

IMDB tedious, not hilarious. real, great.
IMDB this movie is truly one of the worst movies i

’ve ever seen.
this movie is one of the best movies i ’ve ever
seen.

IMDB it was one of the shortest movies i ’ve ever seen,
and thank god!

it was one of the most original films i’ve ever
seen, and i’m glad.

IMDB do not watch this movie sober. do not miss this movie.
IMDB wesley snipes is a far more accomplished actor

than to be in this.
rob roy is a great actor in his own right to date.

IMDB this film is a real yawner. this film is a true delight.
IMDB my rating : 2/10. my vote : 9/10.
IMDB some competent acting talent was squandered. an excellent performance by everyone.

POLITICAL support you, rand. support you, elizabeth.
POLITICAL borders first. equal rights
POLITICAL keep telling yourself that ted.,keep telling that truth, keith.
POLITICAL just love the constitution. just love the dnc.
POLITICAL for supporting clemson and for working for a

balance budget .
for supporting student loans for a working and
fair job.

POLITICAL for you service trey ! for you service kamala!
POLITICAL save america! save us elizabeth
POLITICAL stand with your constituents and vote to defund

obama care.
stand with your constituents and vote for bernie
sanders’ bill!!

POLITICAL poliquin has been a strong voice for the people
of northern maine he has my vote

carol has been doing a great job for the people
of this state of ohio.

Table 8: More examples from our best performing model for YELP, IMDB, POLITICAL
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Dataset Source Target Explanation
YELP completely out-

dated, old hotel.
completely charm-
ing and old school.

The model produces mixed sen-
timents without understanding
that “old school” has negative
connotations

YELP bad service, bad
food.

great food, amazing
food.

Lack of diversity in the generation
and the model does not produce
outputs with respect to service

IMDB music is boring, and
starts to annoy after
15-20 minutes.

its an epic and very
moving film, with-
out being preachy.

The model fails to produce
semantically similar sentence.
Probably because music is not a
frequent topic in the dataset

IMDB brad pitt overacts
appallingly.

john woo does it. Although the the model repro-
duces a name, it does not produce
a fluent sentence

POLITICAL obamacare, no one
wants it!!

al, no one cares it. Does not understand that
"Obamacare" is an entity and hal-
lucinates and uses "care" as a verb

POLITICAL are clearly not re-
publican anymore!

are not enough sen
booker.

Hallucinates Sen Booker which
appears frequently in the dataset

Table 9: Mistakes that DCT-ARAE makes and plausible explanations
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Source Target
by far, the best spot for ramen. simple menu. fast
service. silky, creamy chicken broth.

by far the best breakfast tacos in the area. friendly
staff. great food. ask for the spicy chicken, and they
have a great selection.

try sushi boat. it’s totally amazing. they offer good
food and high quality. good sake is ready. thank you
for good place.

love it. good food. they have good margaritas and
good food. good prices. there’s a good amount of
food for you.

best thai in austin. we love the atmosphere, the
service and obviously the food. they did a great job
last time we were there since our party had specific
requirements like <unk> free and <unk>.

best mexican food in the area. the service was great
and the food was so good. we had a party of 10 and
they were very accommodating to our group of us. we
were there last night and the food was good

fabulous, delicious, authentic. at lunch on a saturday
the place was packed! 20 minute wait for a table. i
was one of two customers who was not chinese. i ’ll
be back frequently.

awesome mexican food, a little on the corner of a
<unk>. i was here on a saturday night. they were busy,
but we were able to get a table. i will definitely be
back!

this place is great! i grew up going to china inn
in chamblee plaza and it’s the same owner! lunch
service is fast and delicious! give it a shot, you won’t
be disappointed !

this place is awesome!! i’ve been coming to this
location for years and it’s always clean and the service
is fast and friendly. it’s a great mexican restaurant,
you can’t go wrong with the food!

awful. i’m writing this as i eat it now. worst poke
bowl i’ve ever had. the smallest portion of poke
possible, <unk> overcooked rice, and barely got any
ponzu. most standard toppings cost extra too.

awful! i’ve never had a bad meal here. i only ordered
two of them. the only thing i didn’t like was the
<unk>. it’s not much flavor, but the meat is dry.

worst chinese food experience i ever had. told the
manager about my allergies and that all i wanted was
vegetable fried rice no soy sauce they couldn’t even
handle that!!! amateur hour here don’t waste your
time. go to china blossom

worst experience ever. i ordered the <unk> and they
were all wrong with that i couldn’t eat the food. that’s
how i don’t care about how they charge you for the
fajitas. no one ever came to eat here.

the food was terrible. it definitely was not fresh. the
broccoli was over cooked on my beef broccoli. my
chicken chow mean fried rice just looked and tasted
like last weeks rice. there was one chunk of chicken
and <unk> pieces of egg in

the food was just ok. the chicken was dry. it was very
dry. i ordered the chicken chimichanga and it was just
plain gross. the only thing that was <unk> was the
chicken burrito. there was only one other person in
the <unk>

Table 10: Examples for multiple-attribute dataset
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